
Interview with Thomas Suluk
Arviat, May 6, 2004

Interview took place at his café in Arviat. Thomas made tea for the two of us, talking all 
the time about people, his family, and inquiring what it is that I was doing. We began the 
interview by showing him the work I had done thus far, gathering information about 
people who were involved and the history I was working on.

It looks like you are doing a very in-depth one. You know Jonah Kelly is my brother-in-
law, and he was a big promoter for 20 years. If we didn’t have somebody like that in 
there it would have been very difficult, to have inside friends in the media, and inside the 
House of Commons. But I am reminiscing ahead of you. I was in the hospitals in 1955, 
came home in 1957, and my family was one of the few that were already living here.  
They used to live out there, but there was already sickness. I was out, my brother was out, 
too, my sister had died refusing to be sent out, her husband had died and the body was 
never returned. I guess she said, ‘No, do you want to die at home or in a foreign land. 
Better to die at home.’ That was my older sister. My father suffered watching her 
deteriorate. I was sent out.  We were living sort of in town, on the fringes of town. There 
was hardly any town anyway, the police, two churches and a store and that was it. There 
wasn’t a whole lot of Qallunaat, but then the others started moving in and they were 
closer and closer. That is one of the things that we don’t talk too much about. There were 
the Qallunaat and there were these ancient Eskimos. That was a big worry for us. But 
then more and more of us were becoming destitute, just outright poverty. Although the 
families didn’t mind, they were closer to some services, which was better than having 
nothing at all. The churches were already preaching love and inclusion and if you bad 
thoughts, they could be forgiven even. Those people, if they had any leadership qualities 
at all, they would have seen the future, the potential. I used to be told by some other 
families, by friends, that my father figured the only way to be sure was to have one son 
be allowed to go to school, which was me, down South, and the other to live a traditional 
life.

He hedged his bets.

Yeah.

What was his name?

Kunuk. Funny thing is there are some others who have the same name, not by any 
relationship, but it must have been a traditional name. He had a few nicknames, too.  
More recently, I’ve heard a little bit of resentment and jealously that my father did that 
with my age group. I can pass as a hunter, camper or traveler, not good, not terrific, but I 
can still get by. I can also get by in what is now here, today. That is sort of life saying, 
‘that Kunuk, he is very Inuk, but I guess he had a bit of brains too, on top of that.’ I have 
heard some reluctant acknowledgement that he did okay, compared to a few of them, 
because there is a new generation now. There are actually two generations, members of 
my generation. A lot of them had decided it’s better to keep our families together, and in 
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any case what kind of jobs could there be. They really couldn’t envision anything. They 
had local schools that switched off by Grade 8 or 9 and that’s it. Then you have some 
equipment jobs or carpentry or construction work, but you can’t depend upon those 
seasonal jobs every summer for the next 20 years. Eventually, there were just too many 
who tried to take the easier lifestyle, which is to pay nominal attention to education and 
still have time off for traveling and hunting – a good life in those days. That’s not to say 
that it can’t be done anymore, but if you try the same thing by walking or do springtime 
activities with dog team, you will be way behind. By the time you get there, the others 
will be going home with the catch, and maybe the window of opportunity is over by then. 
Let’s say for Arctic char running down the river. If you try to do things the way they 
were done 20 years ago. 

How did you first get involved in trying to make the world a better place for Inuit?

After I graduated from high school, which is Winnipeg, and then taking a helicopter 
course at Barrie, Ontario in the Armed Forces, I began to have thoughts like, ‘Am I cut 
out to live a very structured life?’ I was beginning to get into that so I quit. I ended up in 
an even more structured thing, which is the Anglican ministry. I took that course in 
Pangnirtung, which is a two-year course. I became very idealistic or a very principled 
person. Until I met Nini, who was already separated. She was a church helper too, and 
organist, and she already had a child and she realized that her husband at that time was 
maybe one who would not hunt or work. By then they were separated, she was a battered 
wife by then. She already had two other children before marriage. So then I ran away 
from the ministry because we eloped. We ran away from Iqaluit. I ran away from the 
church. I concluded very matter of factly, to the church council, which they call the 
vestry, ‘Look, it’s like a judge who committed something and isn’t fit to be judge 
anymore.’ Well, I committed one of the greatest of sins. I not only committed adultery, 
but I am going unmarried with somebody who already has a husband plus children so that 
makes me one of the worst sinners you can have in your eyes. Therefore, it would be a 
big shame. I would be totally shameless if I tried to become a real priest. Because I was 
underage, I still had a year left. I was 22 and you have to be 23. But we left all of that and 
started a new life here, which is how I got to know Jonah. So we did all this, so we did all 
that, so we had a whole comprehensive land claims. When some Inuit were complaining, 
I tend to get a little sarcastic so I say, ‘You guys said you would be ok if you got rights 
and you got land. Not only did you get rights, but as a Canadian you are public land 
owners. You wanted a government. You got it. You wanted millions. You got it, even in 
a claim settlement, it’s now in $900 million. You said if you got it, Inuit could run it 
better than anyone else. Inuit are running it now, how come you are saying that life is so 
tough?’ The other thing that I was talking about was the original generation and the new 
generation and how things are different between them. How the new generation isn’t 
living up to the expectations of their predecessors. Now, I think their parents would say, 
‘Look at this new generation, they are downright awful.’ The younger ones would say, 
and I’ve heard them, ‘They are awful.’ I get lost in my train of thought.

When you were in the helicopter program was that because Chretien said he wanted 
helicopter pilots?
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It was 1970. We were told the North is opening up and there was exploration and mining 
and they have these very simple looking, easy to operate Bell helicopters that Inuit may 
be well suited to. 

You were actually in the military?

We were supposed to wake up with everybody and be on parade. Up by 6, breakfast by 7, 
on parade by 8 and in school by 9. It was a very structured life. 

You were in the flight school when Tagak started to organize the Inuit Tapirisat of 
Canada (ITC)?

I didn’t know about the Indian-Eskimo association, I only knew about Northern Affairs 
and area administrators. I started hearing about this organization. I thought, ‘How 
presumptuous of my fellow Inuit to presume to act like a government and talk like a 
government when they have nothing!’ That’s how I first thought about it. It was only in 
1970-something. The first time I got to it a bit was when I first started reading materials 
from the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND). I thought 
that Tagak was so presumptuous then, and James Arvaluk and those guys. I would never 
be that radical. I thought it was a very big thing. I was in municipal government. You 
begin to develop ideas. If I don’t agree with whoever is doing it this way, the logical 
answer is that you get involved, which is how I think that is how a lot of people got 
started. I was involved in 1976, when the Land Claims Commission got dissolved, run by 
Amagoalik. That was the other radical person who says a lot of thing that none of us 
would dare to say and somehow he gets away with them. By then I was beginning to 
think that it was normal. If you are a politician, you get to say stuff like that on occasion, 
carefully, not too bad. I was working for that organization by then. We broke off from 
ITC too, but to make it look like we didn’t break off, there were all sorts of regional 
presidents, regional association presidents. The way we did it was we came up with an 
executive committee of ITC designed to deal specifically with this claim thing, while ITC 
deals with current issues. In fact, it was NCEC – Nunavut Claims Executive Committee. 
It was the beginnings of Tungavik Federation of Nunavut (TFN). I know that ever since 
that time there have been supporters of what should have been done, and there are 
supporters of how things were now being done. And by then, I had become just a tiny, 
weenie little bit smarter, and I figured out this is not going to get us anywhere so nod and 
just say, ‘Yeah, those awful people’ and then just keep working, develop public relations, 
meet the people, explain

Was that your first job, public relations?

The more people came and listened, the more confidence you had.

Did somebody call you and ask you to join?

Actually, I was working at CBC and there was a network then. The communities were 
just starting to get feeds for the first time and I was occasionally questioning ITC and the 
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claims and what it’s about and why anybody would be so secretive. It would be similar to 
saying this organization is embarking on big things and they are so secretive and it is 
almost like it’s a secret organization. They don’t want the networks to interview them. 
What happened afterward eventually is that John Amagoalik and Akeshoo, Joe Akeshoo, 
was already working there and I guess they had some discussions. The commission was 
still in operation, and I had interpreted for the minister when I was working for CBC. 
They said, look you’re an Inuk and you speak both English and Inuktitut and you seem to 
know a little bit about government so maybe if you come and interpret just this one night, 
so I did. But I was working for CBC. They took me off to the side at the high rise 
cafeteria and they had said, ‘Would you like to be one of our negotiators?’ I said, 
‘Negotiate about what?’ I remember asking one other question, ‘How long is it going to 
take?’ I remember John Amagoalik quite clearly saying, ‘Six months, a year, maybe 
two.’ 

This was in 1976?

1977, 1978, the winter. I had thoughts of going back to my job eventually because it was 
a decent job. When you start on something and people start saying that you haven’t 
finished, naturally you’re going to keep on. That’s how I became involved more and 
more. But what I found was that if you look at the materials, they were just too general. 
There has to be some real rights, some real money, some real administration, some real 
structure and they weren’t there. It would be like me saying that someday I am going to 
get my son a vehicle, without doing any research or anything.

So you were brought on immediately to the negotiation committee?

Yes, but then found out that there has to be administration if we are going to do it for 
real, we have to get permission from our people. Amagoalik was very supportive and he 
was in charge. We had to start from the ground, we had to be plain in our language and 
we had to start explaining all those things to the people because children weren’t getting 
any of the information in the schools. They had Inuit Today, and they had good articles, 
but then we began the newsletter. We began to pay attention to our salaries and budgets. 
People began to move toward us too, and they moved away from ITC. We were 
concerned with the presidents, getting the support of the presidents. We didn’t want to be 
seen as a separate entity, but one made up of the three regional organizations and they 
were ex-officio members of the ITC Board, but we wanted to make sure that never again 
would the rug be pulled out from under your feet and a political chaos develop.  

So the regional presidents were seen as being more stable?

Within Nunavut, within the ITC. They are always taking our side, and defending us and 
we were always providing them travel money and honoraria, which is better than their 
association business money that came from DIAND.   

So as chief negotiator you were on the executive?
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I was chief negotiator a few times, but I was on the sub-committee that deals with the 
specifics about that claim, wildlife for example, the structure of it, what’s going to be 
inside it. Communities began to find that there was some benefit because when 50 people 
come to town, they are going to get some money. In fact, they once advised me, you 
know how Inuit can maintain your jobs? Negotiate forever. Other organizations began to 
say if you are going to be a comprehensive claim, then you should include us too. We 
said, the three regional presidents, our profile is getting a little high and things are 
beginning to get a little serious, so we concluded that we can’t keep on doing something 
like this at the committee level. We have to have a Board. One day in Coppermine it 
became, ‘How about a Tungavik Federation? Tungavik is the ground. Federation is a 
loose organization with individual rights. We ended up including ICI and regional 
forums. They were not supposed to be members, but we included them as people who are 
welcome to come and observe us, but they were considered to be real decision members.  

But it was only the Inuit members of the regional councils? Not the Qallunaat members.

Yeah, they took part by being on staff, but we listened to them a lot. We already listened 
to them a lot, and we are doing it the way that Qallunaat had set things up. Then after we 
created TFN, we set it up so that nobody but specific organizations can dissolve you. We 
needed consistent leadership. The House of Commons, I tried that and lo and behold, I 
got in. I found out that being there, and being who you want were two things. When we 
began to tow the line with the government, then TFN thought I had abandoned them. It is 
a constant walking of the fine line. But if I jump way into the future, the actual 
settlement, by then we had everything. I had just finished being an MP and Tom Siddon 
was still minister and I was now executive director. Since we are getting really tense, 
they decided to have a marathon session. The last night of negotiation before the final 
agreement, before the announcement that afternoon, close to the evening, Tom Siddon 
and I took a little walk in some corridor and he said if we go through this kind of 
government, would the people settle these two things once and for all. And I said, it 
would appear so, except there are a few holes about this bowhead whale. Prior to that, I 
had talked to some MP in Ottawa. I had MPs that I took fishing, and I used one of them 
to tell Minister of Fisheries Crosby that even if Inuit would get just one bowhead every so 
often, I think they would go for it now. After some pressure it was agreed that they could 
hunt the bowhead outside of the international agreement, but only one bowhead once 
every two years. Then a small group training committee in ITC called Nunavut Inuit 
Training Committee wanted to train the people. If we are actually going to go through 
with this, people are going to have to become semi-professionals and we will have to 
have trainers and so they asked for so many million. It was sort of a last minute push, and 
Tagak was the spokesman.

Now how did Tagak get back involved again because he was working on development 
wasn’t he?

He was with Nunasi I think, and they had been lobbying. They had to do it properly.  
They conceded that much so they had to pour some money into training. It was in 
addition to the compensation, that money was set aside. Before that, there was also some 
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specific money set aside for hunter support, so the Northwest Territories government 
agreed to chip in some, but the fed said we are already giving you $580 million, take it 
from there. But these two contributed, and that is how the funding for equipment was 
guaranteed. But the night before when Tom Siddon and I walked around and 
contemplated it, it had to be done in such a way that the government retains all the 
responsibility but make it appear that the Inuit also got it somehow. Having talked about 
not signing a claim unless we get Nunavut, we need assurance, too. That took most of the 
night. But nobody had talked about how NTI was going to end up with so much office 
and staff.  

What was the most difficult part of that time for you?

Trudeau was the prime minister. We were having constitutional discussion and our 
political leaders were in negotiation and they did not include an amendment about 
Aboriginal rights in the Constitution and then Canadian Aboriginals in the provinces 
talked about doing this and that, and our Boards were pretty riled up and we sort of went 
into limbo, the negotiations. I suspended them right away, and there was no more 
negotiation. We sort of broke it off, broke off diplomatic relations and our political 
leaders were pretty agitated and the communities started doing some things. Like here 
they went to the RCMP, they took the flag and hung it upside down. It was spontaneous.  
And a few days later, we got a call from whoever is in charge of the RCMP in Canada 
asking if we are instructing our people to do this and do that. ‘No, it’s spontaneous. They 
are doing it on their own. We are just negotiators, not instigators.’ This is why we 
negotiate because if there was nothing going on, we wouldn’t be negotiating, we 
wouldn’t be here, otherwise we are law-abiding citizens. I don’t remember if I was the 
one who took the call, but I gave the advice. I think one of the lawyers or other staff 
handed the phone over to me. We had been researching things for five years and we spent 
a lot of money, delved through history books and universities. It was normal, it was a 
Canadian thing. We just need a little re-structuring, that’s all. I remember saying the 
Government of the NWT spends $1.2 billion a year. We would just be dividing it up.  
That’s basically how it happened. When the Nunavut Implementation Commission (NIC) 
came along, one of the conditions negotiated was that the services would be the same as 
when the NWT was offering them. The first priority was to get the same, and then we 
could work on it. That’s why when it came about a lot of Inuit questioned this is the same 
as the old government, there is no change. Did you lie to us? It took us a long time, five 
years or so, but now we are in a position to actually change the direction. Make it ours.

That’s what Simon Awa said.

Simon was the executive director of NIC and he was a regional president. He was one of 
those ex-officio members of everything. I resigned three or four times.

What did you do when you left those times?

Try to become a hunter, or do some local work. I always found out that there is no 
comparison between local work and territorial or even regional. I am slowly getting back 
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to it again, as a freelance servant among other things, reminiscing about it. I was 
beginning to think was it worth it? What benefit are the Inuit getting? What good is that 
$900 million if the investors are the only ones who will play around with that money? 
Bobby Kadlun was a major force in the Kitikmeot. I told you I quit three or more times.  
There comes a time when you can’t take it anymore. I figure that I have done whatever I 
can. I should strike out on my own again, and see how they are going to operate. I can 
check up on how they are doing. The reason that we did it was so that our people can 
become self-sufficient and a major part of them can escape being on the dole. But it’s 
called income support so I guess it’s not a dirty thing anymore.

You were talking about Bobby Kadlun. I had dinner with him three nights ago and he 
was talking about how hard it was to negotiate.

I thought he was so stubborn because I talked about Tagak and the others and the 
pressure groups who wanted to include this and that and when I was executive director I 
had begun to push and shove. Even our lawyers said, ‘Once this is done, then it can go 
on.’ Then there was overlapping agreements, no women’s rights, no whale, no training.  
The last year, that’s what everybody was doing, just one more this little addition.

Which was the most difficult part of the agreement that you were involved in?

I was never much for detail. When you are in an executive position, setting up the 
administrative structures and communicating the information properly and correctly to 
the people, with no horrendous political mistakes and sticking to the truth. 

What about the women? I know there were some women who were directly involved.

The main ones were the people who were there when there was an intense discussion 
about membership. For a while there was a controversy about bloodlines, about having 
Canadian or European blood and their offspring and there used to be discussion about the 
Métis. I guess the federal government had a very bad history about that, where they said 
you decide who is Inuk. One of the difficult things was will the money be distributed, 
will individual Inuit benefit or not? There was a person, Keith Crowe, he had been chief 
negotiator for a while in the beginning. It turned out that he was a big supporter of that.  
In fact, he was hoping that was the way it would happen. The big political thing is that 
Inuit are not really in support of money – well now we are – and it turned out that the 
money is going to be spent anyway. I am beginning to think they may have made a 
mistake on that part. 

Who else was a part of this story that isn’t here anymore – to make sure that there stories  
are here?

I started to talk about the ladies. You have Catherine Pilakapsi, there was David Aglukark 
and his wife, his wife was a big supporter. There were ladies in ITC. There was Cal 
Smith, she was in an executive position in TFN, and Arreak. I think you got most 
everybody.
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Who did you most learn from?

From the Qallunaat side, John Merritt, Randy. From Inuit, probably traditional Inuit. 
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